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Abstrucr-Bluetooth is an emerging, short range, indoor wire-

less network technology, based on FH-CDMA/TDD, which allows a collection of devices to form small overlapping networks,
called piconets, in an ad hoc fashion. It is Ukely that the Blue-

tooth specification may be adopted in the IEEE 802.15 Wireless
Personal Area Network standard. In this paper, we present an
analysis of the Bluetooth physical layer. We consider a single
room office environment (LOSpropagation), with a number of
piconets distributed lo it. in the present work we have focussed
only on the interference between piconets. Assuming a uniform
distribution of Bluetooth devicesin the room, we provide an analysis of the outage probability as a function of the number of averlapping piconets. We then characterise the temporal correlation
in the outage process. This leads to an approximation for the
m b n outage duration. Combining the outage probability with
the mean outage duration, we provide a 2-state Markov model
for the Bluetooth channel.

ration, we provide a 2-state Markov model for the Bluetooth
channel. Markov models for wireless channels ([I], [2]) are
of interest because of their analytical simplicity. Such models
would be useful, for example, in the performance analysis of
TCP controlled applications oyer Bluetooth (see [3]).
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 11, we briefly
describe the Bluetooth physical layer. In Section III, indoor
propagation models are discussed. In Section N,we analyse the statistics of the outage process and provide a 2-state
Mwkov channel model based on it. Results are provided in
Section V, and we conclude in Section VI.

11. BLUETOOTH
PHYSICAL
LAYER

I. INTRODUCTION
Bluetooth is an emerging indoor wireless network technology which aims at replacing many proprietarycables that connect one device to another with one universal short-range radio link. Various devices such as laptops, cell-phones, PDAs
and desktops can be part of a Bluetooth system. Beyond untethering devices, Bluetooth also provides a mechanism to
form small, ad-hoc networks of devices called piconets. Because of the ad-hoc nature of their formation, piconets are arbitrarily distributed in space and in fact form a system of overlapping networks. Moreover, a piconet is an autonomous network with a central controller and operates using FH-CDMA.
One research objective is to characterise the behaviour of the
wireless channel associated with piconets in order to understand the performance of applications over Bluetooth.
'In this paper we study the performance of the hopping channel of a piconet as the number of piconets increases in a given
area. We consider a typical scenario for Bluetooth, namely
an office environment with piconets randomly distributed in
it. The performance measure we use is the outage probability with respect to a target signal-to-noise ratio at the receiver.
We find that the outage probability is of the order of
and
expect it to increase linearly with the number of piconets. We
then characterise the temporal correlation in the outage process. This leads to an approximation for the mean outage duration. Combining the outage probability with the outage duA part of this work was done during this author's summer internship in
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Fig. 1. In a Bluetooth network piconets overlap to form a scattamt

Bluetooth ([4]) is a short range (< 1Om) radio technology
which operates in the 2.4GHz ISM band. Since the ISM band
is free for use, there are many sources of interference, e.g.. microwave ovens, WLAN etc. In addition, Bluetooth uses low
power; in the range of lmW-1OOmW. To avoid interference,
the physical layer is based on FH-CDMA. Bluetooth uses 79
carrier frequencies and as per the regulations, the signal bandwidth is lihited to 1MHz. Nominal bit rate is 1Mbps. Sensitivity level (the input level for which the raw BER specification is met) and co-channel interference resistance are specified as -70dBm and 11-14dB respectively for BER < 0.001.
Figure 1 shows a network of overlapping Bluetooth piconets. By definition, the unit that establishes and coordinates a piconet is called the master. All other participants
in the piconet are called slaves. There can be a maximum of
7 slaves in a piconet. A slow frequency hopping channel is
associated with every piconet; each piconet has a unique h o p
ping sequence determined by the master. Time is divided into
slots of 625 ps. The timing is maintained by the master and
slaves synchronise to the clock of the master.
Higher layer packets are fragmented into Bluetooth physical layer packets. Each packet has 126 bits of control informa-
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tion and a maximum payload of 2745 bits. Packet transmission takes place on one hop frequency and can take multiple
slot. Full duplex communicationis achieved by implementing
TDD.Access control is exercised by the master. Only communication between the master and a slave is possible. The
master transmits in odd numbered slot and the corresponding
slave responds in the next slot. 1/3 or 2/3 FEC can be used
for data. In addition, 1-bit acknowledgmentindicationARQN
is implemented. If the data is received incorrectly, it is retransmitted at the next opportunity.
111. MODELLING
INDOOR WIRELESS PROPAGATION
Propagationof radio waves inside a building is a very complicated process, and it depends significantly on the indoor
environment(e.g. office, factory), and topography (LOS, obstructed). The statistics of the indoor channel varies with time
due to motion of people and equipment. A survey of indoor
propagation measurement and models is provided in [SI.
The indoor channel is characterisedby high path losses and
large variations in losses. The reported values of the path loss
exponent 9 are 1.5-1.8for LOS and 2.4-2.8for obstructedfactory channels. In a factory environment ([6]),the overall path
loss is found to be log-normal with 7.1 dB standard deviation,
whereas in an office environment ([7]),the signal envelope is
found to be Rician distributed (K ratio of about 2 dB) around
the mean determined by the propagation losses.
Motion within the building causes signal fading which compares well with the Rician distributionwith K equal to 6.8dB
and 10 dB for office and factory environments respectively
([6],[7]). If the degree of motion is small (as in an office environment), the fading is extremely slow; the Doppler bandwidth is about 4 Hz. The channel is then said to be quasistatic. The fading statistics are, however, statistically nonstationary. but wide-sense stationary characteristics are exhibited for periods up to 2s. Since many digital symbols are
transmitted during this period at practical data rates, this type
of fading is referred to as quasi-wide-sensestationary.
In our analysis, since we consider LOS propagation in an
open office environment, we take 71 = 2 and a Rician signal
distribution with K = 6 dB.
FH-CDMA
IV. SIR ANALYSISOF OVERLAPPING
PICONETS
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where, at time t , Ps(t) is the desired signal power, P!(t) is
the interference power due to the j t h interfering piconet and
N ( t ) is the number of interferers. Recall that, in Bluetooth a
device can transmit in alternate slots. In addition, a slave can
transmit only when Dolled. Hence. the receiver is not a fixed
device and &e SIR iroceks we characterise is of the reference
piconet as a whole.
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We consider a single circular room (radius R) office environment (LOS propagation), with a number of Bluetooth devices distributed randomly in it to form M piconets. Because
of the ad-hoc nature of the formation of piconets, devices in a
piconet are spatially randomly distributed in the room leading
to overlap among the piconets. Note that, in our results M
will be a parameter, i.e. we are interested in analysingthe performance of the Bluetooth system as the number of piconets
increases in a given area.
Since Bluetooth operates in the ISM 2.45 GHz band, there
are many sources of interferenceother than Bluetoothdevices,
e.g. microwave ovens and IEEE 802.11 Wavelans. We, however, focus on the interference generated within the Bluetooth
system only . A piconet experiences interferencewhen a frequency hit occurs, i.e., the transmissionfrequency of a packet
in a piconet matches with that being used in one or more other
piconets for some overlapping duration. Figure 2 shows example hop sequences for 4 piconets. The first TOW shows
the frequency hit regions of the reference piconet. T denotes
the hop time. Note that, the piconets are not synchronised
in time. we assume that the time offset of the ith piconet
(2 5 i 5 M - l),denoted by ti, with respect to the reference
piconet are uniformly distributed in [0,TI.
Since the devices in the piconets are spatially distributed,
the interfering piconet is not a fixed location or a device but
a random device in that piconet transmitting at a given time.
We assume a physically stationaryenvironment(little or infrequent movement) so that the channel is quasi-static and quasiwide-sense stationary. Hence, for the duration of afrequency
hit on the single frequency, constant interference power can
be assumed to be received from the individual interferers.
We consider a reference piconet and denote by {r(t),
t 2
0}, the SIR process.
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Fig. 2. Frequency hopping system. Black boxes indicate overlap of hop
frequencies.

A. Outage Probability
Outage occurs when the bit SIR falls below the resistance
ratio (denoted by v) specified by the standard. We denote by
'IEEE802.11 uses more.power than Bluetooth but is a slower hop system
(50 hopds vs 1600 hopds in Bluetooth). It remains to be investigated which
system will affect the other more. MSO microwave ovens collocated with thc
work space in an office is an unlikely scenario.
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r b the bit SIR and seek the stationary outage probability Pout.
Pout := P (

PS
Nb

< v)

(1)

c4+7
No W

of piconets are independent and identically distributed. We
consider { X k , k 2 0 ) ,with one-step transition probabilities
given as below. This represents the ideal random hopping pattern.

3=1

Ps is the desired signal power and P; denotes the power received from the j t h interferer. Nb denotes the number of
Pi. A
interferers in a bit duration. Let PI,, := E,”=,
Bluetooth receiver has -70dBm sensitivity level to meet BER
< 0.001. With 1 Mbps bit rate, the noise power is approximately 2.5 x 10-”W. Hence ignoring the thermal noise,

Nr is the total number of frequencies available for transmission. Denote by T the bit duration and by K the number of
bits in a slot(hop); thus T = K T . It can be shown that the
probability of piconet j hitting a bit in the reference piconet is

Nb

Pout

= P(PS

<v p ; ,

Independence among the piconets implies that

3=1

M-1

=

P(Ps

< vPI,nlNb = n)P(Nb = n)

(3)

n=O

Recall that in the indoor environment under consideration,
the mean received power is given by the inverse square law
and the signal fading is Rician. Thus, given the distance of
the reference transmitter D , = d, and jthinterferer D, = d,
from the reference receiver, Ps and Pi are non-central chisquare distributed with means
(d3/&)-’ respectively. In the indoor channels do = l m ([SI). It then follows
that PI,, is non-central chi-square distributed with 2n degrees
of freedom.
The reference receiver is located randomly in the room.
Let D, denote the distance of the receiver fmm the center
of the mom and let FD,(.) be its cdf. Denote by Q :=
( D s ,D1,Dz,. . .,D,) the vector of distances of the n 1
transmitters (one reference transmitter and n interferers) from
the receiver. Let FB(.ID,) denote the conditional distribution
of D given the location of the receiver. Then,

+

P(Ps

< VPr,,,lNb= n ) =

iR

< VbI,n(DT= F7Nb = n ) d F ~( F, )

P ( P s < vPI,,ID, = F,Nb = n ) =

(2)

P ( P s < VPI,,IQ = d, D, = F,Nt, = n)dFB(dIF)

< vPIlnlD= d, D ,

= F,Nb = n ) =

lm
FPS

In order to charactedse the temporal correlation in the outage process, consider a bit b and Nb = n. If the next bit b 1
starts in the same hop frequency as b , then Nb+l consists of
the interferers out of n that remain in the same hop in b+ 1,denoted by V, and the new interferers out of M - l - n piconets
that were using a different hop in b, denoted by 2. However,
if b 1 starts with a new frequency (b is the last bit in the slot)
then Nb+l equals the interferers from potential M - 1 - V
piconets. Let this be denoted by W . Let U indicate the hop
change, i.e., U = 0 if there is a hop change and 1 otherwise.
Then,

+

+

(vzI&)dF~t,,,
(zldl7... ,dn)

+

where, A = {d : 0 < d,,d, 5 R F , 1 5 i 5 n}. Note
~ 7. . . ,d,) are the non-central
that, Fps (.Ids) and F P , ,(.Idl
chi-square distributions of Ps and PI,,, respectively as discussed above.
B. Distribution of Nb

We model the frequency hopping pattern as a discrete time
Markov chain; a state denotes a frequency. Hopping patterns

( 1 - U)w

Nb+l = U(v 2 )

=g1

v

w

(4)
M-1-V

:=
wj, 2 := EjM_y-Nbzj,
:=
wj
where ( B ( p )denotes the Bernoulli distribution with probability of 1 being p), U
B ( l - l / K ) , wj
B(l - l / K ) ,
zj
B ( l / K x l / N f ) and w j
B(Phit). Recall that, K is
the number of bits per slot.
Using Equation 4,we obtain the one step joint distribution
and then approximate the outage process by a Markov process. This gives us a 2-state Markov model as follows. We
say that the channel is in good state, denoted by ‘g’, if r b 2 U
or BER on the channel is below the specified value and is in
bad state, denoted by ‘b’, when rb < U,i.e., when the outage
occurs. The transition probabilities have been derived in Appendix A. Let P;j denote the transition probability of going
from state i to state j . Then, the outage duration (in number of
bits) is geometrically distributed with mean 1 / ( 1 - Pbb). Also
the outage probability calculated from the Markov model, denoted by Payt,is given by Pgb/(Pgb Pbg).

-

N

P(Ps

P(Ps

C. 2-State Markov Channel Model

-

-

+

V. RESULTS

We take R = 5m and assume that the devices are distributed uniformly in the room with respect to the center of
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the mom. Then if the receiver is at the center, the cdf of D,
the distance of a random device from the receiver is given by
FD(d) = d2/R2, 0 d R. Givep D, = i,the interferers
are assumed to be independently and identically distributed
in the room. Let Z1 (z) := $ arccos (
and

< <

12(z) := arccos
thatifi > R - F ,

Lw)
(w).
Then, it can be shown

FD(dli) =
J ~ 1 1 ( z ) z ~ d z
S?-F+d
($(?;;i-Zl&

@j$+

SFidd
Iz(z)-dz

P ( D 1 < u'/~Ds~D,
= F,Nb = 1)

.
OSdlR-i
R.- F < d _< i;
F < d 5 R +i

Similar expressions can be found if F 5 R - i. Figure 3
shows the conditional distance distribution FD(dJZ) for F =
0,1,2,3,4,5m.

=JdR+i

(9)

P ( D 1 < ~ ' / ~ d , l D=
s &,i,
l)dFDs(d,lf)

= EDs1i[FD,(v'/2dsI&,
2 E D s ~ i = O [ ~ D ~ ( ~ " 2 F)]
d~~ds,

(10)

>_ EDsli=o[FD,(u"2d,ldB,i = 511

(1 1)

Note pat, Equation 10 follows from Equation 8 and Equation
11 follows from Equation 6. Approximating F ~ ( d (=f 5) by
a 4th degree polynomial and taking v = 25(14dB), we get
P ( P s < VPrlNb = 1) 2 0.939992 and hence with P(Nb =
1) = 1/Nf, Pout2 0.01189. Table I shows lower bounds on
Poutwith signal fading.
TABLE I
LOWERBOUNDS ON OUTAGE PROBABILITY FOR M = 2,3 PICONETS

d

Fig. 3. Distance cdfs for receiver offset i = (0,1,2,3,4,5)m

B. Outage Duration

A. Outage Probability

TABLE I1

Since the calculation of exact outage probability is complicated, even numerically, we resort to finding bounds. Define g(d,,dl,. . . ,dn,F,n)
:= P ( P s < UPl,,,l&i,n). Then,
Equation 2 can be written as,

P(Ps < VPr,nlDr= i,Nb = T I ) =
Ed.IFEd,li . . . E dlli[g(ds,dl,...,dn,i,n)] ( 5 )

<

Note that g(.) is a decreasing function of {di, 1 i _< n} and
an increasingfunction of d,. Also, if f1 5 f 2 (see Figure 3),
P(Di

> tlfl) 5 P ( D i > 4 f 2 )

With this stochastic dominance, it follows that, for 1 5 i

(6)

5n

PARAMETERS OP THE 2-STATE

I2

I

0.000055

1

0.0035

MARKOVMODEL

1 0.016 I

285

I

18018

1

Using the derivation of transition probabilities in Appendix A, and lower bounds on the outage probability derived
in Section V-A we calculate approximate values of the P g b
and P b g for v =14dB and 400 bits packet size. We also calculate the outage probability from this Markov model (PEt),
Results are shown in Table 11. Table I1 also shows in bits the
mean outage duration (EB) and the mean duration in good
state (EG).
C. Discussion

Using Equation 7 and 8 in Equation 5, a lower bound on Pout
can be found.
'
As a simple calculation, assume that there are only two piconets and there is no fading on the channel. Then PS =

It is very complicatedto calculate even the approximatevalues of Poutas the number of piconets increases. We, therefore, have results only for M 3 piconets. However, the insight gained with these results allows us to predict the performance for larger values of M. The results indicate that when

<
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a frequency hit occurs it is difficult to maintain the resistance
ratio of 14dB as specified by the standard. Hence, co-channel
interference is avoided mainly through the u6e of large number
of frequencies. For larger values of M , we expect that Pout
will increase almost linearly, in the form of
Though
the Markov model is only an approximation (as seen from
Table II), we expect that when number of piconets is small
outages are infrequent (once in 20000 bits) This is because
piconets are not time-synchronised and frequency hits occur
with probability
However, outages persist for approximately 200 bits which is considerable duration considering
1/3 and 2/3 FEC used in Bluetooth. Also in certain packet
types FEC is not mandatory. As M increases, duration of
good state will reduce at the cost of longer outage durations.

y.

&.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We considered a typical scenario for Bluetooth piconets and
found the outage probability and the mean outage duration
of the SIR process. This led us to a 2-state Markov model
for the Bluetooth channel. The outage probability appears to
increase almost linearly with the number of piconets. Longer
outage durations combined with simple FEC schemes imply
that to the applications on Bluetooth, the channel will degrade
rapidly as the number of piconets increases.
APPENDIX

I. DERIVATION
OF TRANSITION PROBABILITIES FOR THE
OUTAGE PROCESS

We derive Pbb := P(rb+l
follows similarly.

< u(rb < U). Derivation of P,,

~ ( r< ~
V , r 6+
< U~) = ~ ( r<,U ) - ~ ( r< ~
U , r 6+2 U)
~
In the following equations, when a random variable is given,
it is understood that the value it takes is given by the corresponding small letter.
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~ ( r <~u , r+b 2
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M-1
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is independent of Nb. Let PI,,, :=
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From now on we denote U = 1by U I and U = 0 by UO.

U = 1 + no hop change. Recall that, the channel is assumed to be quasi-static and quasi-stationary. Then constant
Ps is received for the hop time. Also, for the duration of a
hit, constant interference power is received from the individual interferers.
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